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Tanzania, a rising African nation, is full of photographic opportunity and not just for nature photography.

NEED TO KNOW
• Prepare well in advance, as 

it’s often difficult to change 
plans – for national parks 
you often need to book 
accommodation in advance.

• Get information on 
recommended and required 
vaccines and malaria 
prophylaxis early on and 
take an adequate first aid kit.

•  There is a risk of serious 
crime, so take the usual 
precautions. Also avoid 
protests and 
demonstrations as these 
could turn violent as well as 
overloaded ferries which 
can be unseaworthy. 

• Many people expect to be 
paid for being 
photographed.

• Even knowing just a few 
words of Kiswahil will work 
wonders and open doors 
(literally).

ULI DOERING’S TOP PLACES
1 The Ngorongoro Conservation Area, containing the world’s 

largest caldera, is famous for its wildlife and landscape. I like the area 
of Ndutu in particular, which has much to offer even after the animal 
migration. There are two beautiful salt lakes, surrounded by acacia 
forests, which merge with the prairie of the Serengeti.

2 Ol Doinyo Lengai is an active volcano and Lake Natron a 
picturesque salt lake. The area is the biggest breeding ground for 
flamingos.

3 The Selous Game Reserve features great wildlife and fantastic 
landscapes, in particular along the Rufiji river. It’s a Unesco World 
Heritage site and has relatively few visitors, as accommodation is 
expensive unless you camp. 

4 Mount Kilimanjaro is impressive. Also interesting are the Chagga 
villages in the forest just outside the border of the national park. 

5 Ruaha National Park is remote and wild with relatively few visitors 
and great for photographing crocodiles.

6 The Serengeti is great for aerial photography and to document the 
different tribes, such as the Masaai or the Hazabe – the latter are still 
living as hunter-gatherers by Lake Eyasi. 

7 The laid-back and colourful Swahili lifestyle along the coast and 
the Islands, such as Zanzibar. Here, the merging of Arab influences 
and Bantu tribes has resulted in a distinct way of life. The Stone Town 
of Zanzibar is a well-preserved coastal trading town and Unesco 
World Heritage site and exemplifies the fusion of these two cultures.

8 Lake Tanganyika on the Western Tanzanian border – taking the 
ferry from Kigoma towards the south lets you explore how the 
people live along the lake. 

Photographer’s paradise

CONTACTS
FILMING PERMITS
tanzania-un.org  (visa) 

TANZANIA TOURIST BOARD
www.tanzaniatouristboard.com 

ULI DOERING PHOTOGRAPHER
www.udphoto.com

FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY PRODUCTION  
COMPANY IN TANZANIA
www.tanganyikafilm.com 

TRAVEL ADVICE BY THE UK GOVERNMENT
www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/tanzania

WIKITRAVEL
wikitravel.org/en/Tanzania

KNOWLEDGE LOCATION SCOUT

To share your travel images visit  
the Nikon Pro Facebook page.
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don’t always realise is just how big Tanzania 
is. If you’re not careful you can end up 
spending half your budget on travelling.’

Fees for production services, location 
hire, accommodation, staff and models 
are relatively low compared to Europe, 
but sometimes it’s not as easy to find 
the expertise and experience required, 
although this is likely to change as more 
productions choose Tanzania as a location. 

Although still one of the least developed 
countries in the world, a healthy tourism 
industry and gold exports have meant 
consistent economic growth over the last 
decade, which is expected to continue. 
Luckily the government takes nature 
and wildlife conservation seriously, so, 
despite rising tourism and an expanding 
economy, Tanzania is set to stay a top 
photography destination for years to come. 

in Tanzania for 25 years and has noted a 
large increase in a wide variety of projects. 
He says, ‘A lot of productions come to film 
wildlife documentaries in the Serengeti and 
Ngorongoro. We also recently facilitated 
clothing company, J Crew for their summer 
catalogue shoot in North Tanzania and 
Zanzibar. We get a lot of corporate work, 
advertising and in the last few years 
even a number of TV reality shows.’

Permission for safari photography is fairly 
straightforward, but getting the paperwork 
for other projects can be laborious. Peter 
says, ‘Filming in Tanzania requires many 
levels of permissions and a film permit 
from the Ministry of Information does not 
mean you are free to go and film at the 
locations you have listed. That is just the 
first step and one reason to plan the shoot 
very well in advance. Also foreign crews 
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The unspoilt turquoise beaches of 
Zanzibar, the Serengeti migration 
and mount Kilimanjaro are the stuff 

photographer’s dreams are made of. All 
in one country with a friendly people and 
often relatively low production costs, it’s 
easy to see why Tanzania is attracting 
more and more overseas productions.

Uli Doering a German wildlife 
photographer, who lived in Tanzania for  
18 years says, ‘I liked that Tanzania allowed 
me to photograph nature how it was 
before the camera was even invented. This 
country is great for wildlife photographers 
but it’s also great for shooting abstract 
images of the Serengeti from the air.’

Tanzania has the stunning backdrops 
of volcanoes and the savannah as well as 
some of the richest wildlife in the world. One 
third of its territory has a protected status, 
such as national parks and game reserves 
and the seasonal movement of wildebeest 
and zebra through the Ngorongoro 
Conservation area and the Serengeti is 
the biggest mammal migration on earth.

Uli also praised the friendliness and 
readiness of its people. ‘Especially in the 
countryside, people will always lend a 
hand. I think this is because they have a 
strong sense of community, as well as a 
dependence on it. If your car breaks down 
in a remote area with no spare parts, the 
Tanzanian people will pull together to help 
you and always manage to find a solution.’

With over 100 different ethnic groups 
– from the Maasai in the Serengeti to the 
Swahili on the coast – culturally, Tanzania 

FAR LEFT: A green sea turtle 
on the legendary beaches 
of Zanzibar, often used for 
commercial and fashion shoots.

LEFT: Street vendors are 
ubiquitous in Tanzania and often 
boost the local economy by 
using local food for their meals.

BELOW: Stone Town, Zanzibar, 
largely built in the 19th century 
shows its heritage and European, 
Indian, Arab and Persian 
influences. 

is incredibly diverse, which makes it an 
interesting destination for documentary 
and travel photographers. But Tanzania 
is also becoming increasingly popular for 
fashion and commercial productions.

At the height of her career in 2002, 
Kate Moss was immortalised by Mert 
Alas and Marcus Piggott in an iconic 
shoot on Zanzibar’s beaches. Mario 
Testino has also shot on Zanzibar’s 
pristine sands for Vogue in 2011.

Peter Jones, the owner of Tanganyika 
Film & Safari productions has been working 
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